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THE RESISTANCE ON A CIRCULAR CYLINDER
IN AN OSCILLATING STREAM*

BY

CHANG-YI WANG
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Abstract. The boundary layer equations, formulated in cylindrical polar coordinates,
are applied to a circular cylinder in a slightly viscous stream which is oscillating with
a high reduced frequency. The resistance is correctly calculated to the second order. The
first order part, 45° out of phase, is due to the interaction of viscosity with acceleration.
The second order part, —90° out of phase, is due to the interaction of viscosity with
curvature. The interaction of viscosity with inertia, which is of second order also, con-
tributes no resistance.

1. Introduction. The flow field of a cylinder oscillating perpendicular to the axis
in an incompressible fluid which is otherwise at rest is exactly equivalent to the flow
field caused by a fixed cylinder in an oscillating stream. Thus the resistance due to viscous
shear are the same also. However, the total resistance experienced by the oscillating
cylinder is much larger, and is much more difficult to obtain [1]

We will calculate the resistance due to viscous shear, which is also the total force
on a fixed cylinder in an oscillating stream. Schlichting [2] was the first to calculate the
flow field by applying Blasius' [3] planar boundary layer equations to the oscillating cir-
cular cylinder. Through the second order equations Schlichting was able to show the
existence of a secondary steady streaming motion which was attributed to the inter-
action between inertia and viscosity.

Recently the author [4] showed, from a rigorous derivation of the boundary layer
equations, that the interaction between viscosity and the curvature of the body cannot
be neglected in the higher order equations. Both Blasius and Schlichting, and many
other authors who followed their works, may have been incorrect in neglecting these
effects of curvature which gives terms of the same order of magnitude as the inertia
terms.

2. The boundary layer equations on a circular cylinder. As far as the flow field is
concerned, it does not matter whether we fix our coordinates on the cylinder or on the
free stream. For simplicity, let us fix the coordinates on the circular cylinder and write
the two dimensional Navier-Stokes equations as follows
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J? ^ + J? = °- (3)
The free stream is assumed to oscillate with a velocity

U' = U0 cos ict'

If we normalize the above equations by the cylinder radius a, the frequency of oscil-
lation co, and the maximum velocity of the free stream U0> we find, as in Ref. [1], the flow
field is completely characterized by two non-dimensional parameters: a Reynolds number
R, and a Strouhal number S. These are defined as follows:

„ U0a rate of convection by U0 through a distance a
a — —7— ~  ; ; ;  

v rate of diffusion through a distance a

c _ aw rate of diffusion through the thickness of the boundary layer
O = Yt~ ^  Uo rate of convection by U0 through a distance a

S also represents a reduced frequency, and the ratio between the radius of the cylinder
to the amplitude of oscillation.

Various simplifications of the Navier-Stokes equations may be obtained by comparing
the relative importance of viscous, unsteady, and inertial effects, whose order of magni-
tudes may be represented respectively by 0(l/R), O(S) and 0(1). The most interesting
case is when

0(B) ^ 0(S)
inside the boundary layer. In this case the mutual balance between viscous and unsteady
effects may be more closely examined.

The present problem considers a cylinder in a slightly viscous fluid which is oscil-
lating with a high reduced frequency. The assumptions are

°{ii) ~ °{s) <<: 1
The problem may be simplified by expanding the dependent variables in powers

of either 1/S or l/R. In order to keep the identity of both, we can develop the following
method. Let one of them be equal to a constant multiple of the other, where the mul-
tiplication factor is of order unity. Thus we define e and v such that

— = - = £ « i

where e is a small number and v is a constant of order of one. We can now conveniently
expand the dependent variable in terms of e while regarding v = 0(1). After the solution
is found, we can substitute e by 1/<S, and v by S/R, thus retaining the individuality of
both S and R.

Keeping this method in mind, we may start afresh to normalize Eqs. (1), (2) and (3).
As in Ref. [4], assuming a thin boundary layer, the quantities are normalized by

t' = - , u' = U0u, v' = v0v,
01

6' = 6, v' = eU0v, p' = pop,

r' = a(l + er), p' = P0p,
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where the primed quantities are dimensional, the corresponding unprimed quantities
are dimensionless and are of the order of unity, where P0> v0, Po are defined such that

M _ 1

and

\poU2o/ e

\ v0 / e

Mt)-5-
Physically, the unsteady forces are balanced by the pressure forces and the viscous

forces. They are all of the order of 1/e, as compared with the inertia forces which are
of the order of unity.

Then we expand the dependent variables in terms of e

U = U0 + eUi + 0(e),

V = V0 + &X + 0(e2),

V = Po + tPi + 0(e2).

Substitute into Eqs. (I), (2), (3) and comparing like powers of e, we find the first order
equations are not effected by curvature as expected.

dua d2u0 1 dp0 ...
Ji-V~dfr = —PM' (4)

f2 = 0, (5)
dv0 . du0 „

+ Je = °" (6)
The second order equations, however, have more terms than the corresponding equa-

tions for the planar boundary:

duj d2Wi du0 du0 J dpi , r dp0 , du0
Tf v — ~v" "•> u° To 2i~o ̂  ITa i" v ~7T~ ' (')dt dr dr dd p dd p dd dr

f - 0. (8)

In the third order equations, even the pressure across the boundary layer is not
constant any more. It will be futile and meaningless to extend the boundary layer
simplification to "third order corrections".

Similarly for the outer potential flow, but without a thin boundary layer assumption,
we find,

— = -- ^ (10)
dt P de ' ;
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on the surface of the cylinder.
The boundary conditions are

U — = (11)ae P ae K '

u0 = 0, Ui = 0,1

v0 = 0, i>! = Oj whenr = 0

M0 = U. when r = «

3. The skin friction. The outer stream, oscillating relative to the cylinder, has a
velocity

U'(d, t') = 2U0 sin 6 cos oit' (12)

on the surface of the cylinder.
Together with Eqs. (4), (5), (6) and (10) the first order solutions are found to be

M0 = (R{2 sin 0e"J 1 — exp [—(1 + i)2~^i{\^}

= 2 sin 0[cos t — cos (t — 2~}r?) exp ( —2_i7j)], (13)

v0 = (R{— 2j>* cos Cf + (i - l)2_i]e'' + (1 - *')2~} exp [-(1 + i)2"}r/ + t7]]]}

= —2vi cos 0[(i? — 2_J) cos t + 2~i cos (t — 2_iij) exp (—2~}?j)

+ 2_i sin (2 — 2_i?j) exp (—2"}?j) — 2~* sin /], (14)

where ri = ri»~"
Notice the solution fails theoretically as rj goes to infinity because v0 approaches

infinity also. But good results are expected for the skin friction where rj approaches zero.
The convective terms on the right side of the second order equations are nonlinear.

We must first multiply in the real domain and then transfer to complex variables. Eq.
(7) becomes

*dt ~ "1? = ~2sin exp ~ [1 + i/2 + (1 ~ i)2^] eXp K< ~

+ 2\/v sin 0{( 1 + i)2_i exp [—(1 + i)2_i?j] — ii)W

+ sin 20[1 + (1 + 1)2^7,] exp [-(1 + QTW (15)
We assume a solution

Mi = 2 sin 26[f(r/) + g(y)e2'1] + 2v* sin 8h(ri)eu (16)

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) and equating the like harmonics in time, we obtain

= [-(1 + i/2) + (i - 1)2~!5j] exp [(i - l)2_iij] + \ exp (-2^),

^ - 2ig = [-1 - (1 + i)2~U] exp [-(1 + i)2~^\}

— ih = it] — (1 + i) 2_i exp [—(1 + i)2_i?;].
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The solution for Ui is then

Ui = 2 sin 20{ J exp (—2*tj) + (J — 2i) exp [(i — 1)2^??]

- (1 + i)2"!j; exp [(i - 1)2~}jj] - |J + 2 sin 2»|-| exp [-(1 + i)ij]

+ | exp [-(1 + z')2"}r;] — (i — 1)2"!jj exp [-(1 + i)2~}7?]je2"

+ 2c* sin e|— r] + | exp [—(1 + z')2~}7?]je" (17)

This solution is identical with those obtained by Schlichting except for the last
bracket. The first bracket represents an induced steady secondary motion. The second
bracket is an induced subharmonic motion. Both are attributed to the interaction be-
tween inertia and viscosity. The third bracket which was neglected by Schlichting, is
attributed to the interaction of curvature with viscosity.

The second order continuity equation is also affected by curvature. From Eq. (9),
the normal velocity i\ is found to be

+ \ v exp [(i - l)2_i?j] + 13.(2~5/2)|> - 4^ cos 2de2i,\i(l + i) exp [-(1 + *),]

= — 4w* cos 26\ —2 5/2 exp (—2Jij) + (—3 + 2i)2 i exp [(i — 1)2 irj] — £jj

+ | r, exp [-(1 + 1)2-^] - i(l + z)|> + 2v cos 6eu\h2 + (*' - l)2-*ij

-|exp[-(l+ i)2~\] + 3(1 - i)2~\ exp [-(1 + i)2~\] + (18)

The surface stress, in cylindrical polar coordinates, is

r, = H — (—^ -I
dr \r) r dd'. = (p'UI)u + € ^ (M' - ™°) + °(£2) (19)

Substitute the values of uQ and ux into Eq. (19)

t, = (p'UDlv* sin 0(cos t — sin t) + evi2~i sin 28

+ evi(2i — 1) sin 0(cos 21 + sin 2t) — tv sin d cos t + 0(«2)]

Transforming back into dimensional quantities, we find

5) sin 0(cos ut' — sinw^') + (RS)~i(2i — 1) sin 20(sin2w/' + cos2co£')T, = (p'UI)

+ (RS) *2 *sin 26 — J;sin 6 cos ut' + 0(e2)J (20)

We see that the local shear on the surface of the cylinder has a steady part in addition
to harmonic and subharmonic parts.

The velocity profile of u at 6 = 90° for two values of (RS)~* is shown in Figs. 2 and
3. Notice how our second order solution fits into the potential profile.
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Fig 1. The Coordinate System

4. The resistance on a circular cylinder in an oscillating stream. Since the
boundary layer is assumed to be very thin, the total pressure forces will sum up to be
zero by potential theory. Denoting the total resistance by F' and normalizing we obtain

p, 2 f r,a sin 6 dd rz
, ,TT*. = F = —2—7-7-27  = \ n (cos at' — sin cot') — 77 cos cot' + 0(e2)

5r(p Uoja ir{p v0)a XK It
(21)

The first term on the right hand side is of the order of unity. It represents the re-

Schlichting, 2ndorder

2
   /\ /

potential theory

ir
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 a

Fig. 2. The Tangential Velocity Profile at 9 = 90° and t = 0 with 1 /\/RS = 0.1 = \f~ve
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Schlichting, 2ndorder

potential theory

present theory, 2nd order

j l!
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 a

Fig. 3. The Tangential Velocity Profile at 0 — 90° and t = 0 with \/\/RS = 0.05

sistance from the interaction of acceleration with viscosity and leads x/4 in phase. The
second term is of the order of e. It represents the resistance due to the interaction of
curvature with viscosity and lags v/2 in phase. Notice the interaction between inertia
with viscosity does not contribute to resistance. Other terms are of the order of e2.

Equation (21) can also be written in the form

F = ~yj^ sin at' - Q - yj^j cos W + 0(e2)

where the second term, which always opposes the motion of the stream, represents
damping.

5. Discussion. Segel [5] also suggested an optimum coordinate system for the
asymptotic expansion to get the governing equations. But his method is based on a
Stokes approximation, which is linear. One should be careful in obtaining higher order
solutions from Segel's method. The assumptions are

S <<C RS <<C 1

which implies very very small Reynolds number. However, the effects of curvature,
though not explicitly mentioned, are also shown in his efforts to obtain a uniformly valid
solution.

From an unpublished work of the author the same results for skin friction, Eq. (20),
were obtained by a more tedious method of inner and outer expansions. This methodjs
very powerful in solving the total velocity field, for example the acoustic streaming in-
duced by the oscillation. In such cases the boundary layer theory outlined in this paper
is inferior in comparison. The inner and outer expansions method applied to the case of
an oscillating sphere can be found in Ref. [6].
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